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the "infinite war" set is the first in the series to
include a battle mode that allows players to play any

battle in the game on any map. players can use
"infinite war" to play against ai controlled armies and

human opponents, and also against each other in
multiplayer matches. the battle pack includes the

"infinite war" battle mode for all 15 maps, a new fleet
commander upgrade that allows players to view their
fleet commander through a first-person perspective,

a new ai tactic modifier that makes the ai more
aggressive, and special promotions for all 15 maps.

key features: * 15 maps - includes new maps,
existing maps with new gameplay, and all seven

existing dlc maps. * "infinite war" - allows players to
play any battle in the game on any map. * new "fleet
commander" upgrade - players can view their fleet

commander through a first-person perspective. they
can also command their fleet from the lower left of

the screen. * ai tactic modifier - increases the
aggressiveness of the ai's tactics. * new promotions -

special promotions for all 15 maps. this particular
game is a really good one, especially if you love wwii
games. you get the feeling that this game has a lot
more love put into it and the graphics are gorgeous.
the new battle mode was a very welcome addition
for those of us who hate the thought of the same
maps over and over again. some new units to do

battle, new class abilities, new weather system, new
base building, and much more. we'll reveal more as
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we get closer to release. you'll be able to see some
of these features in the upcoming tutorial.
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